Elections Will Be Held Wednesday After Vacation

Candidates' Submissions Must Be in Hands of Committee Before April 22

Committee Warns Voters To Follow Voting Rules Closely

Polls To Be Open In Main Lobby Between 5:20 O'Clock

Wednesday, April 24 has been set as the date of the Class Elections, the Elections Committee announced last Friday. This is the first Wednesday following the close of the spring vacation.

Polls will be open in the Main Lobby from 5:30 to 5:20 o'clock.

All information submitted by the candidates must be in the hands of the Committee by noon on Monday, April 22, the committee announced. This information, which is required, is composed of statements of cumulative rating and cumulative fundamentals, well-earned record, and a 4.5 inch black print photograph. All information should be mailed or delivered to the prefer- ence box on the door of the In- structure Committee, in the basement of Walker Memorial.

This information will appear on passes placed in the lobby along the election. It is planned to arrange the statistics of the candidates in the form of a crossword puzzle.

The committee issued several warnings in regard to voting, emphasizing the importance of following a prefer- ence system. Voters must indicate their choice by placing their ballots in the respective boxes. Instructions for the use of the ballot box include the names, in accordance with their preferences. Any ballots marked incorrectly, the selection of candidates, or with crosses, checks, or any other mark not in accordance with the require- ments, are not included in the count.

Voters are also instructed to vote with their own class, since no exception is permitted except by ap- plication of a written petition submitted to the committee in advance of the election, as stated in section 2 of article 2 (Continued on Page 4)
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Mechanical Drawing Visualization Art and Machining Operations Shown In Film

In order that students of mechanical drawing and machining may have an opportunity to see actual machine operation, the Division of Visual Education of the Institute has produced a motion picture entitled "The Graphic Representation of Machine Parts." This motion picture was made in cooperation with members of 11 Institute's departments of mechanical drawing, drafting, and machining. The motion picture consists of three scenes, each showing the operation of a machine tool, and three screening rooms, each containing a machine tool. The film closes with a represen- tation of the most modern machine tools, which actually shows a picture of the machine tool in action.

The division has also recently re- leased three motion pictures which were presented, for the first time in visual Edu- cation at the spring vacation as a 50 mile transmission line.

Spring Concert Dance April 26

Glee and Majorette Clubs Appeared in Special Program at Stoneham

Designated as a "Festival" the Spring Concert which was given by the uni- versity's musical clubs will be held on Wednesday, April 26. This year the concert will present an evening concert in co-operation with the City of Stoneham. Following the concert, the Glee Club, the Sym- phony Orchestra, and the Majorette will perform at the annual Winter's-Wives' Girl's Club. After the musical program there will be dancing until 2 o'clock. John Beatty and his orchestra will provide music.

These musicians will be announced in an engagement in Ber- muda, played in several states of Eu- ropa last summer, Scully, an alumnus of R. E. U. has placed at a new college across from Boston.

Concert Presentations

The concert presentations are to be about twelve in number, featuring students' work in the Glee Club and the Majorette. The concert will be held in the Stoneham School Hall, where the presentations formed popular a popular auditorium, especially when the program includes the majorette. This group is composed of the following: Louis F. Birkhal5, Harold H. (Continued on Page 4)
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Catholic Clubs To Hold Their Annual Convention Soon

Dances And You Will Mark Three-Day Gathering

April 26, 27, 28

The New England Province of the Federation of Catholic Clubs of the United States will hold its annual convention at Boston, April 26, 27, and 28, and the Catholic Club of this city will hold a majorette dance in the Louis XIV Room of the Atheneum, also on April 26. Musi- cals will be played from 8 to 11 by Eddie Murphy's Royal Banquet Orchestra. Following the dance, the Catholic Club will hold its annual convention at the Hotel Somerset on April 26. Music will be supplied by the Majorette Club of the Catholic Club. The victorious Catholic Club of the University of Massachusetts will be accompanied by the Majorette Club of the Catholic Club. The victorious Catholic Club of the University of Massachusetts will be accompanied by the Majorette Club of the Catholic Club.

Test Shows That Princeton Professors Are Lost Outside Their Own Sciences

How much do you know about fields other than your narrow specialization or is your education really as broad as you think it is? A Princeton professor tested 18 per cent of the Princeton students to determine the extent to which the students were able to answer questions on departments of the university which they had not studied.

The examination was made up of questions which were selected and coordinated with each depart- ment of the university, and were to be true or false questions. The questions were to be correct or incorrect, and the students were to be correct or incorrect.

The highest score was given to students who had a perfect score in every department, and who had several correct answers in every department.
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The Engineer Eliminated: Victims of Efficiency

That the engineer has not been immune from the effects of "technological unemployment" is clearly brought out in a study compiled by the Society of Civil Engineers, which reveals that 40.2 per cent of civil engineers are at present unemployed, and that the large majority of municipal engineers employed in 1927 have lost their jobs. Because almost half of the engineers in this group, it is clear that these figures may be considered representative.

Mary Anne, in an article entitled, "Engineers in the Scrap Heap" appearing in a recent issue of New Masses, "the engineer as a prophet of Taylorism, mechanization and standardization is himself standardized. He thus, like the engineer thus partially the cause of his own unemployment, but his work also involves introducing certain qualitative and economic status which operate to his own disadvantage.

Under conditions of unemployment indicates that large numbers of youthful engineers coming out of college will fail to find places in the default fields for which they are preparing. In planning for the future students in engineering schools must take these facts into account.

If a student is not fortunate enough after graduation to find a position in his intended field, he is obliged to "take what he can get." Many students have been able to make the statement for the "engineer for society" that the phrase has lost its meaning, and yet students need not be completely dependent on a particular specialized course at college is not the best road to success.

In the manner in which the anti-war strike was handled at eleven o'clock was received by the large majority of students should be sufficient evidence to the group which staged the demonstration that such methods of bringing about international peace are ineffectual. The fact that the groups which staged the demonstration, namely, to stimulate student interest in the problem of war, and to discuss ways in which students could do something to stop the war, should arouse the active support of every intelligent student. But Friday's occurrence is proof that "protest" and "demonstration" are merely a ruse, and results in a net loss to the cause of peace.

Yet we cannot hope to achieve his ends. The signatories to this statement, "Mr. Hearst is a menace to the academic freedom and culture of Columbia University." No one else as far as we are concerned, but the New England girl called Susan Wells, the following is an excerpt from her history printed in 2006. (Report of the Robert E. Bacon, 1942).
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**Ball Team Holds Game at Practice**

Wearing a pair of the first good baseball day of the year, the five in a series of intercollegiate games was held at the Copp Field. The five were chosen from the candidates for the starting line-up. Captain Phinizy, high point scorer of Oakley April 24, was on the starting line-up. It is even probable that the inner must be determined by competition. It is unfortunate that the golf award was not made to the best player in each time. Before the final time are set, permitting competition when aspirants for the Beaver medal for golf will be held this week.

**Brother Alpha**

There's International Intrigue, with Surry playing a close second to the Tuesday League. The Intrigue has continued, and even the Bry-er-Noir, the college's all-star unit. The Intrigue is under the direction of W. J. Phinizy's absence.

Freshmen Unexplainable.

Downing twirled for the opposing nine. Monday.

A Navy victory over the West Pointers resulted in a triple tie for the varsity all-around title. Ralph T. Jope, second in the varsity boat, but this handicap is partly compensated for by the fact that the boat is over six feet longer. Alphonse, Walsh, and Stoloff handled the backstopping. Downie Van Ham received a bad arm. Jack Flaitz, Roger Downie, and Tommy Rawson could use this boy next winter. Lucien, however, will probably continue to push theh. The varsity boat to a new record several weeks less their fine showing in pacing the varsity to a new record several weeks.

**The Tech**

**Inquiries**

This column endures to answer random inquiries of selected questions. A reporter interviews students of random, and this formulates into a series of Fairly-good tour of the U.S. For the week.

**Tuesday, April 16, 1935**


Advisory Board for Athletics presented the medals to the place winners and also the league championship cup to the three winners. Temple will hold the cup for four races when Temple will take it for another four months and then the middle will keep it for the remainder of the year. The triple tie occurred when Temple defeated the letter, the letter won, and finally on Saturday Temple won over the rival. These teams had worn the rest of their league's races.

**Golfers Compete For Varsity Club Medal**

The annual golf tournament this year, much can be done early in the season. All the boys on the boat we could not predict. The boys are not over the hill. The boys are over six seasons.

**Freshmen Gym Team Lose to Turnverein**

The fighting four won the annual game with a score of 26-9 over the senior boys. The fighting four would have been easier to defeat had the boat not been over six seasons.

The boat was conceded to Malden before the turnverein. Captain Phinizy, high point scorer of Oakley April 24, was on the starting line-up. It is even probable that the inner must be determined by competition. It is unfortunate that the golf award was not made to the best player in each time. Before the final time are set, permitting competition when aspirants for the Beaver medal for golf will be held this week.

This might have been due to a strong ground, at least for the varsity players.

The varsity boat, but this handicap is partly compensated for by the fact that the boat is over six feet longer. Alphonse, Walsh, and Stoloff handled the backstopping. Downie Van Ham received a bad arm. Jack Flaitz, Roger Downie, and Tommy Rawson could use this boy next winter. Lucien, however, will probably continue to push theh. The varsity boat to a new record several weeks less their fine showing in pacing the varsity to a new record several weeks.
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Quiz (Continued from Page 1)

11. From 1880 to 1925 silver was
12. In addition to his better
13. Naevius originated the fabulae
14. If the rear wheels of an auto-
15. Natives of Italy south of Rome
16. Sainte-Beuve believed that the
17. Kant said that space is em-
18. A diplomat officer of the
19. The first known use of an al-
20. Marlowe was not the first to
21. The roots of a general polyno-
22. In addition to his better
23. Chromosomes are found in no
24. Union with oxygen tarnishes
25. The Arabians are the most typ-
26. Cervantes, when he had become
27. F. H. Bradley taught that the
28. A member of the military ser-
29. Nothing could be more
30. One gram of methyl alcohol
31. Greek temples prove the effic-
32. It is impossible to produce syn-
33. Nothing could be more
34. The First Alphabet
35. "The magic lore of the East" was
36. On June 21 the noon altitude
37. Wagner invented the leitmotiv.
38. It was generally accepted that
39. It was generally accepted that
40. The centre for vision is in the
41. One gram of methyl alcohol
42. America has a number of sons

Musical Clubs (Continued from Page 1)

Evertt, 35; David J. Backwalter, 35;
35; Gerald W. Rock, 35; Benjamin F. Lip-
36; George A. Allen, Graduate; and
37; Walter Saylor, 36.

Catholic Clubs (Continued from Page 1)

Room of the Hotel Vendome between
10 a.m. and 12 noon.

Elections (Continued from Page 1)

IV in the Constitution of the Elec-

Catholic Clubs

The election this year is the first to

The Hall Chairmen are the

The Hall Chairmen were elected

Hall Chairmen

Everyday from a
Sandwich to a Steak Dinner
AT Lydia Lee's
Organic Research Laboratory
136 Massachusetts Avenue
Charlestown, Mass.

"I'M A NEWSPAPER WOMAN."
It's embarrassing. Women are
not supposed to smoke. But
I smoke a Camel to maintain my en-
ergy and interest. Cigarettes are a
soothing stimulant, too. They do
what I was made for.
(Signed) MARGARET E. NICHOLS

"IT'S A RAILY, ACTIVE Life."
I've been married to the
railroad for 14 years, and I
have no regrets. I am a
Camel smoker. It is a real
benefit to me. I don't smoke
when I work. When I'm feeling down, I
smoke a Camel to raise my en-
ergy and interest. Cigarettes are a
soothing stimulant, too. They do
what I was made for.
(Signed) B. G. CONE, Engineer

"I'M NOT ONE OF those 'natural born students' you
hear about," says Capers Smith. "I have to buckle down
and study to get results. When I'm not hitting the books,
I work in the college bookstore from 12 to 2 every-
day. It's easy to see how full my life is! When I feel
so tried, I know that I'm nearing the end of my energy.
Then I always smoke a Camel. It revives me—restores
my energy. And each Camel that follows seems to be
even more of a stimulant! Rich flavor! I smoke
Camel steadily. They are a fine cigarette. And Camels
never gave me a nervous jittery.
(Signed) CAPERS SMITH, 36

"AMAZING MAGIC"
"The magic lore of the East" was
exhibited by Bernard Whitman, 35,
and it drew its share of attention,
especially when the contents of his
trunk was uncannily opened and
flattened to the floor of the stage,
causing general merriment.

Dormitory Chairmen

Hall Chairmen were selected
by the Dormitories in an election
last Thursday, April 11. These
men will form a part of the new Dormi-
try Committees, together with
four members at large, and sev-
eral appointed committee chair-
men.
The Hall Chairmen are the fol-
lowing: Herbert M. Borden, 34;
Wood, William O. Nichols, 36;
Hayden: Kenneth L. Cook, 36;
Munroe: A. D. Thomas, 36;
Walentz: Francis E. Lensard, 36;
Bemis and Raymond C. svensson,
36, Goodale.

blocks were removed at this election,
although the committee continued its
one presenting a recognized under-
graduate activity from engaging in
electioneering activities.

The Election Committee reserves
the right to drop from the rolls of
members any candidate who is ac-
in any but the prescribed fields.
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The election this year is the first to
be held under the new ruling of the
Institute Committees, permitting elec-
tioneering by the candidates. In addi-
tion, the restriction prohibiting voting
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